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The hybrid femtosecond/picosecond coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (fs/ps CARS) technique
presents a promising alternative to either fs time-resolved or ps frequency-resolved CARS in both
gas-phase thermometry and condensed-phase excited-state dynamics applications. A theoretical de-
scription of time-dependent CARS is used to examine this recently developed probe technique, and
quantitative comparisons of the full time–frequency evolution show excellent accuracy in predicting
the experimental vibrational CARS spectra obtained for two model systems. The interrelated time-
and frequency-domain spectral signatures of gas-phase species produced by hybrid fs/ps CARS are
explored with a focus on gas-phase N2 vibrational CARS, which is commonly used as a thermomet-
ric diagnostic of combusting flows. In particular, we discuss the merits of the simple top-hat spectral
filter typically used to generate the ps-duration hybrid fs/ps CARS probe pulse, including strong
discrimination against non-resonant background that often contaminates CARS signal. It is further
demonstrated, via comparison with vibrational CARS results on a time-evolving solvated organic
chromophore, that this top-hat probe-pulse configuration can provide improved spectral resolution,
although the degree of improvement depends on the dephasing timescales of the observed molecu-
lar modes and the duration and timing of the narrowband final pulse. Additionally, we discuss the
virtues of a frequency-domain Lorentzian probe-pulse lineshape and its potential for improving the
hybrid fs/ps CARS technique as a diagnostic in high-pressure gas-phase thermometry applications.
© 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4860475]

I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid femtosecond/picosecond coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering (fs/ps CARS)1–4 is a powerful optical detec-
tion technique that has proven particularly beneficial as a ther-
mometric diagnostic tool in combustion environments.5–12

This probe technique has been developed as a variant of fs
time-resolved CARS (tr-CARS),13–25 the history of which has
been described thoroughly in recent reviews.26, 27 Hybrid fs/ps
CARS utilizes the same four-wave-mixing excitation scheme
as does fs tr-CARS; however, the use of a time-delayed, nar-
rowband, ps-duration probe pulse—rather than a broadband,
fs-duration probe pulse—allows direct frequency-domain de-
tection of Raman-active molecular states.1, 3 As such, this
detection approach retains the chemical specificity associ-
ated with Raman spectroscopy1, 3 with excellent detection
sensitivity.4 The spectral resolution of hybrid fs/ps CARS sig-
nal, furthermore, allows single-shot thermometry and multi-
species measurements in reacting flows at repetition rates
in the kHz range,5, 11, 12, 28 and several hybrid fs/ps CARS
schemes have been used to probe gas-phase vibrational5, 6 and

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
hans.stauffer@gmail.com

rotational7–12, 29–31 CARS spectra. In addition to the multi-
plex nature of this newer probe technique, hybrid fs/ps CARS
also provides the additional feature that Raman-active rota-
tional/vibrational frequencies can be directly recovered;1 they
do not need to be deduced from time-dependent coherent os-
cillations observed in the spectrally dispersed CARS signal
beam, as is the case in fs tr-CARS.20, 32, 33 We note further that
many of the advantages typically ascribed to fs tr-CARS26, 34

are retained in hybrid fs/ps CARS.1, 3 In particular, strong, un-
desirable contributions from non-resonant (NR) CARS (often
referred to as electronic contributions) that generally com-
plicate frequency-domain, nanosecond (ns), and ps tr-CARS
probes35 can be discriminated against in both fs tr-CARS and
hybrid fs/ps CARS by precisely varying the timing between
the three input CARS pulses. Moreover, this multiplexing al-
lows the use of the hybrid fs/ps CARS technique as an effi-
cient probe following molecular excitation via an initial ultra-
fast pulse. Thus, hybrid fs/ps CARS can be used to probe the
evolution of non-equilibrium excited states in much the same
way that fs tr-CARS and the related time-resolved degenerate
four wave mixing (DFWM) have been used in these appli-
cations (often referred to as pump-CARS and pump-DFWM,
respectively).36–46 For example, this probe technique has been
used to observe the excited-state evolution of coumarin 153
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with vibrational resolution to probe the timescales associ-
ated with hydrogen-bond cleavage and reformation in protic
solvents.47

An important distinguishing feature of hybrid fs/ps
CARS is the interrelationship between the observed state-
resolved frequency-domain signal and the time delay of
the final ps-duration probe pulse. This interrelationship ex-
ists because the hybrid fs/ps CARS probe-pulse frequency-
domain bandwidths are specifically chosen to be spectrally
narrow enough to resolve molecular transitions of interest.
By virtue of the time–frequency uncertainty principle, the re-
sultant probe-pulse duration is typically of the order of 1–
10 ps, which still provides sufficient temporal resolution to
discriminate against NR contaminating signal. The interde-
pendence between the time- and frequency-domain signals is
particularly significant in cases where molecular dephasing
timescales are comparable to or longer than the probe-pulse
duration; under these conditions, both the transition frequen-
cies and lineshapes of the observed CARS signal can exhibit a
notable temporal dependence.5, 10 As such, direct comparison
to computational simulations is imperative for quantitative
interpretation of the experimental results. The hybrid fs/ps
CARS technique has been described previously via experi-
mental comparison with traditional fs tr-CARS,1, 2 and some
computational simulations of tr-CARS were used in prior
work1, 3 that emphasize the similarities and differences be-
tween these two related optical techniques. This initial work
focused primarily on the advantages of hybrid fs/ps CARS
as a simultaneously vibrationally resolved and time-resolved
probe, however, without providing a thorough treatment of
the theoretical aspects of the hybrid fs/ps CARS probe. The
general benefits associated with a time-delayed probe have
also been explored theoretically,4, 48 although the emphasis of
that work is on a probe pulse with a Gaussian temporal pro-
file rather than with temporal profiles matching those used
experimentally. More recent applications of the hybrid fs/ps
CARS technique to gas-phase thermometry5–12, 31 have gener-
ally highlighted the agreement between experiment and sim-
ulation at single probe delays with an emphasis on the cor-
responding thermometric accuracy and precision afforded by
reasonable simulation. The emphasis of this current work is
on providing a thorough theoretical description of the hybrid
fs/ps CARS probe technique, accompanied by full simula-
tions of the time evolution of experimental spectra and ex-
pected lineshapes and intensities, in order to explore further
the inherent advantages and limitations of this probe tech-
nique.

The discussion below explores the interrelated
frequency- and time-dependent signals that result from
application of the hybrid fs/ps CARS approach. In order to
provide a thorough experimental validation of the predictions
resulting from a theoretical time-dependent CARS formula-
tion, a brief description is given of two different experimental
systems, including gas-phase N2 and a solvated π -conjugated
organic molecular species (trans-4-dimethylamino-4′-
nitrostilbene [DANS] dissolved in acetonitrile [ACN]). This
allows exploration of the effects of probe delay for two
cases where the molecular decay timescales are, respectively,
much longer than and comparable to the duration of the

hybrid fs/ps CARS probe pulse. A discussion of experimental
arrangements is followed by a general description of the
time- and frequency-dependent theoretical framework that
can be applied to describe the signals expected in a vast
array of sub-ns tr-CARS experiments, including fs tr-CARS,
ps-CARS, and hybrid fs/ps CARS. Because this theoretical
CARS description is applicable to optical configurations
involving a variety of probe-pulse spectral shapes and
temporal profiles, the expected signals arising from several
probe-pulse configurations are explored, with an emphasis,
when possible, on the derivation of analytical expressions that
illuminate the expected lineshapes and temporal dependence
under each of these conditions. In particular, the two limiting
cases involving a short, broadband probe pulse (Appendix B);
and a long, frequency-narrow probe pulse (Appendix C) are
discussed to emphasize the robustness of this time-domain
theoretical model to cases where the molecular spectral
signatures are exclusively observed in the time and frequency
domains, respectively. We subsequently explore the predicted
time- and frequency-dependent signals arising from the
two probe-pulse shapes that are commonly used in hybrid
fs/ps CARS experiments; these include (a) a top-hat (i.e.,
square pulse) frequency-domain amplitude filter; and (b) a
Lorentzian spectral filter. This approach provides a predictive
description of the lineshapes and frequencies observed using
the hybrid fs/ps CARS technique, both in the presence and
absence of overlapping resonant and NR signal.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Gas phase experiments: N2 vibrational CARS

The details of the experimental hybrid fs/ps CARS
approach used to obtain the gas-phase vibrational CARS data
described below have been presented previously,5 and only a
brief description will be presented here. The 790-nm output
of a regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser (pulse duration
∼100 fs) is divided into Stokes and probe beams. A third
portion of this fundamental output is used to pump an optical
parametric amplifier (OPA), which produces the broadband
(full-width-at-half-maximum [FWHM] bandwidth of "ω

≈ 150 cm−1) pump beam centered near 668 nm; this wave-
length is selected to provide access to the Q-branch transition
region of the "v = 1 vibrational spectrum of nitrogen gas
near 2300 cm–1. The probe beam is generated using a grating-
based folded 4-f pulse shaper49 containing an adjustable slit
at its focal plane to allow simple frequency-domain top-hat
amplitude shaping of the probe pulse. The three CARS beams
interact with the sample in a folded-BOXCARS arrangement;
in the experiments described here, the sample is the N2

gas present within a laminar non-premixed H2–air flame
stabilized over a flat-flame Hencken calibration burner at an
adiabatic flame temperature of 2370 K.50 Temporal delay of
the probe pulse with respect to the time-overlapped pump
and Stokes pulses is facilitated using a computer-controlled
translation stage. The outgoing CARS signal beam produced
by the interaction of the three input beams with the sam-
ple is spatially filtered and spectrally resolved using a
1.26-m spectrometer equipped with a 600-line/mm
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grating and an electron-multiplying charge-coupled-device
(EMCCD) detector.

B. Condensed phase experiments:
DANS vibrational CARS

In order to emphasize the lineshape dependence of the
hybrid fs/ps CARS signal on the delay of the shaped probe
pulse, it is important to explore an experimental system in
which the molecular decay timescales are comparable to or
faster than the duration of the optical probe pulse. There-
fore, some of the experimental results discussed here involve
hybrid fs/ps CARS experiments on DANS (Aldrich, 97%)
dissolved in ACN (Fisher, HPLC grade) to ∼1 mM concen-
tration. The sample solution is placed in the 220-µm gap be-
tween two fused silica windows in a rotating cell that allows
complete sample refreshment between laser shots. The opti-
cal system used in these experiments has been discussed in
detail previously,1 and differs from the system used in the
gas-phase experiments primarily in the use of different wave-
lengths for the pump (510 nm; "ω ≈ 250 cm–1) and Stokes
(550 nm; "ω ≈ 250 cm–1) pulses, selected to allow access
to vibrational transitions in the 1000–1700 cm–1 “fingerprint”
spectral range, and amplitude-shaped probe (795 nm; square
pulse width of 15 cm–1) pulse. Furthermore, since the dis-
cussed experiments are carried out following electronic exci-
tation of DANS, an excitation pulse (398 nm) produced by
frequency-doubling of a fraction of the probe-pulse beam is
used to create a population in the first electronically excited
state of DANS prior to hybrid fs/ps CARS probe interaction.2

All hybrid fs/ps CARS spectra described here are taken un-
der conditions where the electronic excitation pulse precedes
the pump/Stokes time-overlapped pair by 700 fs. A low-
resolution spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB-2000) is used to
spectrally resolve the outgoing CARS signal from this elec-
tronically excited state.

III. GENERAL THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

We begin by exploring the homodyne-detected CARS
signal observed following interaction of a molecular species
with three input (optical) electric-field pulses, enumerated 1,
2, and 3 to represent, respectively, the pump, Stokes, and
probe pulses. This CARS signal, SCARS, described in the fre-
quency domain as a function of signal frequency (ωS) and de-
lays (τ 12 and τ 23) between pairs of pulses—where we follow
the standard convention that τmn > 0 when the peak of pulse
n arrives after the peak of pulse m—is assumed to result from
both NR and resonant complex third-order polarization [P(3)]
components as follows:51

SCARS(ωS, τ12, τ23) ∝
!!P (3)

NR(ωS, τ12, τ23)

+P
(3)
CARS(ωS, τ12, τ23)

!!2
. (1)

In this expression, the resonant frequency-domain
CARS component, P

(3)
CARS(ωS, τ12, τ23), is the inverse Fourier

transform (IFT) of the induced time-domain complex

polarization,

P
(3)
CARS(t, τ12, τ23) =

"
i

¯

#3 ∞$

0

dt3

∞$

0

dt2

∞$

0

dt1{R4(t3, t2, t1)

×E3(t − t3)E∗
2 (t + τ23 − t3 − t2)

×E1(t + τ23 + τ12 − t3 − t2 − t1)

× ei(ω1−ω2+ω3)t3ei(ω1−ω2)t2eiω1t1}, (2)

where E1(t), E2(t), and E3(t) represent the complex time-
domain electric-field envelopes and ω1, ω2, and ω3

represent the carrier frequencies associated with the three
enumerated pulses, whereas R4 (following the numbering
conventions used in Ref. 51) is the relevant third-order re-
sponse function that survives the rotating-wave approxima-
tion (RWA) by virtue of Raman-active molecular resonances
present near the pump–Stokes difference frequency, (ω1

− ω2).51 Within the Eq. (2) expression, the integration vari-
ables, t1, t2, and t3, reflect coherence timescales separating
field interactions (as depicted in the wave-mixing energy-level
diagram in Fig. 1), and the CARS carrier frequency, ωCARS

= ω3 − ω2 + ω1, associated with this detected polarization in
the time domain, t, has been suppressed.

The three integration domains in Eq. (2), when integrated
numerically, can result in time-consuming computations;
therefore, it is often beneficial to simplify this expression
when warranted by the experimental system. In particular, a
large detuning of pulses 1 and 3 from electronic resonance
in the molecular species of interest, as depicted in Fig. 1,
results in a nearly instantaneous effective molecular dephas-
ing over both the t1 and t3 timescales. Thus, in these calcu-
lations, the third-order response function over each of these
timescales is assumed to be fast compared to the time depen-
dence of the pulse electric-field envelopes, such that R4(t3, t2,
t1) ≈ δ(t3)R4(0, t2, 0)δ(t1), where the reduced-dimensionality
third-order time-domain response function takes the form

R4(0, t2, 0) =
%

a,c

Icaθ (t2)e−iωca t2−'ca t2 . (3)

FIG. 1. Wave-mixing energy-level diagram depicting the third-order re-
sponse function, R4(t3,t2,t1) that dominates time-resolved CARS signals.
Solid vertical arrows represent field interactions with pulses 1, 2, and 3,
whereas the wavy arrow represents the emitted CARS field resulting from
energy conservation. Elapsed times between successive field interactions are
represented by the variables t1, t2, and t3.
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In this expression, the summation is carried out over initial
states |a⟩ and accessible Raman active states |c⟩, Ica is a typ-
ically Boltzmann-statistics-weighted transition intensity that
further encompasses transition-dipole-moment products as-
sociated with the contributing electronic transitions, θ (t) is a
Heaviside step function reflecting the causality requirement,
and ωca and 'ca are, respectively, the Bohr frequency and
the dephasing rate associated with the |c⟩ ← |a⟩ transition.51

For gas-phase species such as N2, the computational deter-
mination of Ica, ωca, and 'ca is detailed in Appendix A. Un-
der these assumptions of instantaneous electronic dephasing,
Eq. (2) reduces to

P
(3)
CARS(t, τ12, τ23)

=
"

i

¯

#3

E3(t)

∞$

0

dt2 · {R4(0, t2, 0) · E∗
2 (t + τ23 − t2)

×E1(t + τ23 + τ12 − t2) · ei(ω1−ω2)t2}. (4)

Upon application of a Fourier transform to describe the
frequency-domain signal, the third order polarization then
takes the form

P
(3)
CARS(", τ12, τ23)

= 1√
2π

"
i

¯

#3 ∞$

−∞

dt · E3(t)ei"t

×
∞$

0

dt2 · {R4(0, t2, 0) · E∗
2 (t + τ23 − t2)

×E1(t + τ23 + τ12 − t2) · ei(ω1−ω2)t2}, (5)

where " = (ωS − ωCARS) represents detuning relative to the
carrier CARS frequency, ωCARS, defined above. Finally, in
typical tr-CARS experiments, the delay between the peaks of
pulses 1 and 2 is held at zero; therefore, τ 12 = 0 will be as-
sumed in further discussion.

It should be noted that the NR frequency-domain com-
ponent in Eq. (1) can be expressed using the IFT of an analo-
gous expression to Eq. (2) that contains multiple strongly con-
tributing molecular optical third-order response functions (R1

through R4), each of which can play varying roles in the over-
all NR signal.52 This NR contribution, which typically con-
tributes a broad, featureless component to frequency-domain
experimental spectra, can be viewed as a local oscillator that
provides significant enhancement of the resonant CARS sig-
nal of interest via a heterodyne cross term of the form P

(3)
NR ·

P
(3)
CARS. In practice, however, it is often difficult to quantify

the relative contributions of each of these optical pathways,
and this, in turn, makes it challenging to model accurately the
structured phase and amplitude of the NR contribution. Thus,
many time-resolved experimental approaches, including hy-
brid fs/ps CARS, have been devised particularly to reduce or
remove these NR contributions, which dominate only when
the electric fields from the three contributing pulses overlap
in time. Since the emphasis in these experiments is on the ef-
fects of various probe-pulse shapes and delays in removing
this contaminating NR contribution, rather than on precise

modeling of the shape and relative phase of the NR signal,
a simplified expression for the NR contributions involving
only the R4 response function are considered as a surrogate
for the total NR contribution. Thus, the numerically calcu-
lated CARS signal, containing both NR and resonant contri-
butions, is expressed using Eq. (1), in which the expression
for P

(3)
NR(ωS, τ12, τ23) is identical to the P

(3)
CARS(ωS, τ12, τ23)

expression described in Eq. (5), with the exception that the
reduced-dimensionality third-order response function, R4(0,
t2, 0), is replaced by a single, rapidly decaying term ('NR

≫ 'ca) described by

RNR(0, t2, 0) = INRθ (t2)e−'NRt2 , (6)

where the NR intensity scalar, INR, is adjusted to match ob-
served experimental NR contributions.

Before exploring several limiting cases below, one addi-
tional assumption can be made to simplify the derived an-
alytical expressions. Assuming that the pulse-1 and pulse-
2 intensity envelopes [I1(t) ∝ |E1(t)|2 and I2(t) ∝ |E2(t)|2]
are impulsive [i.e., E1(t), E∗

2 (t) ≈ δ(t)] in comparison to the
timescales associated with the third-order response during t2,
Eqs. (3) and (5) can be combined to give

P
(3)
CARS(", τ12 = 0, τ23) = 1√

2π

"
i

¯

#3

ei(ω1−ω2)τ23

×
∞$

−τ23

dt · E3(t)ei(ω1−ω2+")t

×
%

a,c

Icae
−iωca (t+τ23)−'ca (t+τ23). (7)

It is important to emphasize that this simplifying assump-
tion of impulsive pulses 1 and 2 removes the spectral weight-
ing associated with these typically finite-bandwidth pulses;
these assumptions are only used to provide simplified ana-
lytical expressions for the limiting cases described below and
are not made in the numerical simulations of the experimental
results.

IV. PROBE PULSE-SHAPE EFFECTS

Equation (5) can be readily integrated numerically for ar-
bitrary forms of time-domain electric fields associated with
pulses 1–3, and all simulated data included here use this ex-
pression in combination with Eq. (1). However, because the
emphasis of this work is on describing and understanding the
interrelated time and frequency dependence observed in hy-
brid fs/ps CARS experiments, it is instructive to derive analyt-
ical expressions that emphasize several aspects of the time and
frequency dependence expected in two limiting cases. These
limiting cases include that of a short, well-separated probe
pulse, as is used in traditional fs tr-CARS experiments and de-
tailed in Appendix B, and that of a probe pulse with a duration
exceeding the decay lifetimes of the molecular system, as is
the case in purely frequency-resolved CARS experiments and
described in Appendix C. The limiting-case analytical expres-
sions can provide a more intuitive understanding of the time-
and frequency-domain CARS signals that are observed in
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hybrid fs/ps CARS using frequency-domain probe-pulse fil-
ters, such as the commonly used top-hat and Lorentzian spec-
tral filters that are described, respectively, in Secs. IV A and
IV B below.

A. Hybrid fs/ps CARS with square (top-hat)
frequency-domain probe pulse

1. Theoretical treatment of square probe pulse

Because of the relative ease associated with the necessary
rudimentary pulse-amplitude shaping, many of the initial im-
plementations of the hybrid fs/ps CARS probe approach use a
narrowband square pulse (i.e., top-hat) spectral profile in the
frequency domain.1–3, 5, 7–9 Such a pulse spectral shape results
in a symmetric time-domain probe pulse with a sinc temporal
electric-field profile,

E3(t) =
A sin

"
wt

2

#

t
, (8)

where A represents a pulse peak-amplitude scaling factor
and w corresponds to the spectral width of the amplitude-
shaped frequency-domain square pulse. The corresponding
time-domain pulse-intensity profile therefore exhibits nodes
at t = 2kπ/w, where k is a nonzero integer.1, 6 Although an
analytical expression can be derived from Eq. (7) for such
a probe pulse when it is coincident in time with the time-
overlapped pulses 1 and 2 (i.e., τ 23 = 0), more general an-
alytical expressions for arbitrary τ 23 can only be derived by
expanding E3(t) as a Taylor series about t = τ 23. Thus, this
discussion will focus primarily on numerical simulations as a
function of τ 23, and analytical approximations will only be
mentioned briefly for the particular case where the probe-
pulse node overlaps the time-coincident pulses 1 and 2 and,
therefore, τ23 = 2π/w.

2. Simulation of gas-phase hybrid fs/ps
CARS experiments

Example experimental and simulated hybrid fs/ps CARS
signal for N2 gas at an adiabatic flame temperature of
T = 2370 K are depicted in Fig. 2 for a top-hat probe-pulse
spectrum with a spectral width, w, of 12.2 cm–1. Assum-
ing ideal amplitude shaping, this spectral width gives rise to
a sinc2 time-domain probe-pulse intensity profile containing
nodes at non-zero integer multiples of 2.73 ps and a tem-
poral FWHM of 2.42 ps [Eq. (8)]. The contour plot data in
Fig. 2 represent the spectrally resolved hybrid fs/ps CARS
signal, plotted as a function of anti-Stokes shift relative to the
central probe-pulse frequency, at a range of probe-pulse de-
lays from −5 ps to 105 ps with a 1-ps time-step size; both
experimental and simulated results are shown. The amplitude
and relative phase of the NR contributions in the simulated
results have been optimized using a least-squares fitting pro-
cedure, and the simulated spectra have been convolved with a
Gaussian (FWHM = 1.8 cm−1) instrument-response function.
These results generally exhibit a maximum spectral intensity,
dominated by interference associated with NR contributions,

FIG. 2. Comparison of time-dependent experimental (a) and simulated (b)
hybrid fs/ps CARS vibrational N2 spectra at T = 2370 K. Contour plots
(linear color scale shown) depict the observed frequency- and time-resolved
spectra. Vertical dashed lines at 0, 3, 39, and 68 ps represent specific time-
delayed spectra that are discussed in further detail in the text. Horizontal lines
at 2308 cm–1 and 2324 cm–1 correspond, respectively, to slices through the
high-J and low-J regions of the N2 v = 1 ← v = 0 manifold.

at a 0-ps probe delay and unique delay-dependent spectral
profiles at positive probe delays. A clear frequency sweep
of multiple peaks from low to high frequencies is also ob-
served as probe time delay increases. From the point of view
of this full time- and frequency-resolved comparison, excel-
lent agreement is observed between the experimental and sim-
ulated results over this entire delay range; together, these
results provide insight into the physics associated with the
observed time-domain results.

Several individual line-out cuts of this contour plot are
shown in Fig. 3 depicting the spectral evolution as a func-
tion of probe delay. At a probe delay of 0 ps, interference
between resonant and strong NR contributions gives rise to a
broad spectrum exhibiting peaks associated with vibrationally
resolved Q-branch transitions initiating from several vibra-
tional levels populated at 2370 K (Qv transitions initiating
from v = 0–3 are clearly observed in the experimental re-
sults). Although the simulated results provide a good quali-
tative match to the 0-ps-delay experimental results, it is clear
that, because of the challenges associated with accurate mod-
eling of the interference between the resonant and NR con-
tributions, the modulation depths and relative peak intensities
of the vibrational transitions are difficult to reproduce quan-
titatively while simultaneously fitting the long-delay results.
Coupled with the fact that the intensities and relative phases
of the NR contributions depend heavily on the temperature-
dependent number densities of all species present, this fur-
ther emphasizes the need to minimize NR contributions in
quantitative diagnostic approaches based on this technique.
At longer delays, including the 3-ps, 39-ps, and 68-ps data
shown in Fig. 3, the observed spectra clearly exhibit struc-
tures that maintain similar relative vibrational-manifold in-
tensities and spacing yet include additional delay-dependent
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FIG. 3. Comparison of experimental and simulated hybrid fs/ps CARS vi-
brational N2 spectra at T = 2370 K at probe delays of (a) 0 ps, (b) 3 ps,
(c) 39 ps, and (d) 68 ps; all signals are normalized to the peak of the 0-ps
probe-delay spectrum. Vibrational bandheads (dashed vertical lines) corre-
sponding to the J = 0 Q-branch transition are labeled as Qv for each v+1 ←
v transition.

rotational substructure. For example, the spectrum observed
at 3 ps, which corresponds approximately to the delay at
which the first node of the probe-pulse intensity profile over-
laps the time-coincident pump/Stokes pulse pair, exhibits
minimal NR background and well-resolved peaks centered
at the J = 0 vibrational bandheads. As discussed in previ-
ous work,1, 3, 6 this particular probe delay is ideal for min-
imizing contaminating contributions from NR background,
which are only present during delays in which the probe-
pulse intensity overlaps the time-synchronous pump/Stokes
pulses. Furthermore, under experimental conditions associ-
ated with gas-phase diagnostic measurements, it is often im-
portant to minimize the delay between the pump/Stokes pair
and the probe pulse to reduce the effects of collisional de-
cay processes since the concentrations and identities of col-
liding partners are often not known. Thus, these 3-ps-delay
data represent an optimal compromise that allows detection
of spectra essentially free of NR background while exhibit-
ing no collision-dependent behavior at pressures as high as
20 bars.9, 10, 53 Still, the changes in spectral profiles observed
in the 39-ps- and 68-ps-delay data emphasize that much of the
spectral information observed within the hybrid fs/ps CARS
signal is contained in the time-dependent nature of this sig-
nal. Whereas these longer delay spectra contain coarse peaks
associated with the same vibrational transitions observed in
the 3-ps data, a unique fine structure is observed within the
spectra at each of these delays, with the 39-ps data em-
phasizing mid-range rotational Q-branch frequencies and the
appearance of bimodal rotational structure with peaks near
J ≈ 22 and J ≈ 28. Similarly, the 68-ps data exhibit a more
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FIG. 4. (a) Stick spectrum of contributing N2 Q-branch rovibrational tran-
sitions; square pulse spectra represent regions spanned by experimental
frequency-domain top-hat pulse. (b) Probe-delay-dependent experimental
and simulated hybrid fs/ps CARS signals observed at 2308 cm–1 and
2324 cm–1, which consist of coherent signal arising from, respectively, high-
J and low-J Q0 transitions selected by the frequency-domain square probe
pulse.

notable bimodal rotational fine structure that includes a peak
near the J = 0 vibrational bandhead and an additional peak
near the frequencies corresponding to J ≈ 30.

The simultaneous time and frequency dependence of the
observed hybrid fs/ps CARS signal can be explored further
by examining frequency-dependent line-out cuts of the full
two-dimensional signal shown in Fig. 2. Two examples of this
appear in Fig. 4, where the experimental time-domain signals
centered at two anti-Stokes-shifted frequencies (2308 cm–1

and 2324 cm–1) are shown. Fig. 4(a) shows the positions of
these frequencies—depicted as top-hat spectral profiles
centered at these two frequencies and exhibiting widths
(w = 12.2 cm–1) equal to that of the narrowband amplitude-
shaped probe pulse—with respect to the N2 molecular
rovibrational transitions of interest; the corresponding
time-domain signals associated with these two frequencies
are shown in Fig. 4(b). Such a comparison emphasizes the
features that contribute to the time-domain spectral signatures
observed at different frequencies using this amplitude-shaped
narrowband pulse. In particular, the probe-pulse frequency-
domain window used in this hybrid fs/ps CARS scheme
serves as a spectral filter of the rovibrational levels that
contribute to the time-domain signal at a given anti-Stokes
frequency. Both examples in Fig. 4(b) exhibit complex but
different rotational-recurrence structures that also differ sig-
nificantly from the highly regular time-domain structure ob-
served in pure time-resolved rotational CARS (RCARS).21, 54

In RCARS, the energy spacing between adjacent rotational
S-branch transitions is nearly constant10—exhibiting, in
most cases, only small deviations from the 4B0 prediction
associated with the rigid-rotor approximation, where, to first
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order,

Bv = Be − αe(v + 1/2), (9)

and αe is the (first-order) vibration–rotation coupling con-
stant that serves as a correction to the rigid-rotor rotational
constant—and the corresponding time-domain CARS signal
exhibits short, equally spaced partial and full recurrence peaks
that can be correlated to the classical molecular rotational
period, τrot ∼ (2B0)−1.10 In contrast, Q-branch vibrational-
transition spacings depend, via αe, on the difference in
rotational constants associated with the two contributing
vibrational levels and exhibit a spacing between adjacent
Q-branch lines that increases approximately linearly with J.
This generally results in the more complex time-dependent
signatures observed in fs vibrational CARS experiments21, 22

that are emphasized further by the frequency-windowing
characteristics associated with the probe-pulse top-hat pro-
file. The data centered at a 2324 cm–1 anti-Stokes shift, for
example, result from a series of closely spaced Q-branch
transitions ranging from J = 0 to J ≈ 26 and correspond-
ing energy spacings between adjacent transitions ranging,
approximately linearly with J, from 0.03 cm–1 to 0.90 cm–1

within the 12.2 cm–1 probe spectral window; this gives rise to
irregular oscillations associated with many partial recurrences
between various subsets of these contributing states during
the 100-ps delay range shown in Fig. 4(b). The data centered
near 2308 cm–1, in contrast, result instead from a smaller
number of Q-branch transitions associated with J ≈ 30 to J ≈
40, where the spacing between adjacent transitions becomes
more regular (ranging from 1.07 cm–1 to 1.39 cm–1). This
increased regularity is apparent in the time-domain signal,
which exhibits fewer, more pronounced recurrences, most
obviously near 28 ps but also more weakly observed near 14
ps; these correspond roughly to half and quarter recurrences,
respectively, that would be observed in a system containing
exactly equally spaced transitions, albeit with corresponding
timescales associated with the vibration–rotation coupling
constant rather than with the rotational constant that gives
rise to the correspondence between RCARS recurrences and
classical rotational timescales. Despite the relative sparseness
of the transitions within this spectral window, the variation
in spacing between adjacent transitions still results in a
frequency-spread broadening of the corresponding “full-
recurrence” peak near 56 ps, and the time-domain signal
at longer delays resembles the more irregular oscillatory
behavior observed in the low-J spectrally windowed results.

3. Simulation of condensed-phase experiments and
square-probe-pulse lineshape implications

To explore further the notable lineshape/linewidth effects
associated with the top-hat-shaped narrowband probe pulse
that are observed in the gas-phase N2 experiments as the
pulse-3 delay changes, a condensed-phase system was chosen
that exhibits a rapid dephasing comparable to the experimen-
tally accessible hybrid fs/ps CARS probe-pulse durations.
In particular, studies of the time-evolving electronically
excited state of DANS solvated in ACN provide an excellent
system to test the relationships between observed linewidths

and corresponding molecular dephasing timescales. Initial
electronic excitation accesses an electronic state that is often
termed a “locally excited” state, which, in the presence of a
polar solvent, evolves on timescales associated with solvation
to form an energetically stabilized long-lived intramolecular
charge-transfer (ICT) state. This ICT state of DANS exhibits
a significant number of strong Raman-active vibrational
resonances as compared to the NR contribution as well as the
corresponding ground-state DANS CARS signal; this makes
the excited-state signal particularly amenable to exploring
effects of pulse-3 delays on lineshapes. All experiments de-
scribed here involve initiation of the hybrid fs/ps CARS probe
process via time-overlapped pump/Stokes pulses at a delay
of 700 fs after impulsive excitation of DANS with a 398-nm
pulse. A top-hat amplitude mask (w = 15.4 cm–1) is used to
produce the ps-duration probe pulse. A sample experimental
spectrum at a probe-pulse delay of τ23 = 2π/w = 2.15 ps,
which corresponds to the delay at which the first node of the
probe pulse overlaps the time-overlapped pump/Stokes pair, is
depicted in Fig. 5. The observed signal exhibits eight resolv-
able peaks in the 1000–1700 cm–1 fingerprint spectral region.
The temporal evolution of this detected hybrid fs/ps CARS
signal is shown as a contour plot in Fig. 6. The simulated sig-
nal in Fig. 6(b) is calculated following a least-squares fitting
of the experimental results at nine distinct probe-pulse delays
ranging from −2 ps to 3 ps; the resultant simulated signal
is subsequently further convolved with a Gaussian (FWHM
= 13 cm–1) spectral-response function to match experimental
conditions. The simulated signal depicted in Fig. 5 corre-
sponds to this convolved result at a probe-pulse delay of
2.15 ps. The R4 third-order-response parameters [Eq. (3)]
for the eight vibrational modes used in these simulations are
included in Table I.

Most notable in the contour plots presented in Fig. 6 is the
similarity in the temporal profiles of the contributing peaks to
the symmetric sinc2 intensity profile of the probe pulse; how-
ever, it is also clear that some asymmetry exists with respect
to τ 23 = 0 in the temporal profiles of the contributing peaks.
It is further observed that the linewidths, lineshapes, and rela-
tive intensities of the contributing Raman modes vary signif-
icantly with probe-pulse delay. These effects are emphasized
in Fig. 7, which depicts the observed linewidths (FWHM) and
peak intensity profiles associated with the peaks labeled as

FIG. 5. Comparison of experimental (symbols) and simulated (curve)
excited-state DANS hybrid fs/ps CARS spectra at a probe delay of 2.15 ps,
in which the first node of the probe-pulse intensity spectrum overlaps the
pump/Stokes coincident pair. Simulation curve is derived from least-squares
fitting of DANS signal at multiple probe delays.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of time-dependent experimental (a) and simulated (b)
hybrid fs/ps CARS spectra of excited-state DANS using an amplitude-shaped
top-hat probe pulse with w = 15.4 cm–1. Contour plots (linear color scale
shown) depict the observed frequency- and time-resolved spectra. Vertical
dashed lines represent delays, τ 23 = 2kπ /w, at which nodes of the sinc2

probe-pulse intensity coincide temporally with the CARS initiation pulses;
non-resonant contributions to the signal are observed to be minimized at these
delays.

modes 2 and 3 in Table I. These linewidths and intensities
have been determined via least-squares fitting of individual
peaks to Lorentzian lineshapes. As will be discussed below,
the lineshape for a given molecular transition is not necessar-
ily expected to exhibit a Lorentzian profile at all probe delays,
in some cases exhibiting two separate peaks and poorer agree-
ment between experiment and simulation, such as in the τ 23

= −2 ps to τ 23 = −1 region and the τ 23 = 2.5 ps to τ 23

= 3.5 ps region in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Thus, this particular
functional form is only used to provide a simplified quan-
tification of the observed linewidths and further comparison
of experimental and simulated results. For the simulated re-
sults, linewidths both before and after convolution with the
spectral-response function are included. From these results,
it is clear that there is a notable line-narrowing effect associ-

TABLE I. Molecular parameters used in simulations of excited-state DANS
in ACN.

Mode # ωca (cm–1) 'ca (cm–1) Ica

1 1057.0 7.9 0.41
2 1194.0 5.0 0.60
3 1302.1 8.7 0.85
4 1337.8 7.2 0.23
5 1399.0 10.5 0.33
6 1487.0 5.1 0.15
7 1589.9 6.3 0.35
8 1628.2 7.8 1.0
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FIG. 7. Peak widths and intensities vs. top-hat probe-pulse delay; dashed
vertical line corresponds to delay at which the first temporal node of the probe
pulse coincides with the time-overlapped pump and Stokes pulses. (a) and
(b) Measured Lorentzian FWHM for experimental (symbols) and simulated
(dashed curves) peak-2 and peak-3 signals, respectively; simulated signals
calculated with (black curve) and without (color curve) convolution with an
instrument spectral-response function. Horizontal dotted lines in (a) and (b)
represent 1.287 · ' for each corresponding vibrational mode. (c) and (d) Nor-
malized intensities for experimental (c) and simulated (d) peaks 2 and 3 and
NR contributions to signal.

ated with positive delays of the probe pulse as compared to
the measured linewidth at τ 23 = 0, and the τ23 = 2π/w delay
corresponds to the narrowest linewidth; this narrowing effect
is observed for all eight peaks, including the two depicted in
Fig. 7. Similarly, the intensity profiles associated with the
peaks exhibit time-dependent behaviors that are, in turn, de-
pendent on the magnitudes of the corresponding decay con-
stants. For the experimental results, the spectral intensity
at 1535 cm–1 was used as an indication of the purely NR
CARS signal, which corresponds approximately to a cross-
correlation of the impulsive pump/Stokes pulse pair with the
sinc2 probe-pulse intensity distribution. In contrast, the inten-
sity profiles associated with the resonant peaks have similar
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sinc2 temporal behaviors that are, however, shifted toward
positive delays as compared to the NR signal. Moreover, the
magnitude of the time shift is nearly equal to the correspond-
ing CARS decay time constant, τ ca, associated with the decay
constant 'ca,55 resulting in a notable change in the ratio of
peak intensities as a function of probe-pulse delay for peaks
with different decay constants.

As above, the availability of accurate simulation of the
observed results provides valuable additional insight into the
effects of the components of the third-order response func-
tion and probe-pulse delay on the observed signal; in partic-
ular, simulations of the results in Fig. 6 can illuminate the
lineshape behavior observed in experiments. For example, the
simulations can provide insight into the limiting behavior as-
sociated with the minimization of NR contributions and nar-
rowing of linewidths that occurs when the node of the probe
pulse coincides with the pump/Stokes pair. A comparison of
simulated spectra associated with a single molecular transi-
tion is depicted in Fig. 8, where only the best-fit molecular
parameters associated with the NR and peak-3 contributions
are included. The real component of the calculated third-order
response function, R4(0, t2, 0), for this model system is shown
in Fig. 8(a) to emphasize the timescales associated with the
NR contributions (short, nearly impulsive peak near t = 0)
and the resonance. Fig. 8(b) depicts the magnitude of the
simulated probe-pulse electric field at three discrete probe-
pulse delays. The resultant time-domain third-order polariza-
tions and simulated CARS signal are shown, respectively, in
Figs. 8(c) and 8(d). These simulations illustrate the effects
of the probe-pulse delay, τ 23. At τ 23 = 0, the outgoing po-
larization signal contains a modulated time-domain signal
that nearly mimics the decay timescale of the full third-order
response function, and the corresponding frequency-domain
CARS signal contains both a broad (although relatively weak,
as noted above) NR contribution spanning the bandwidth as-
sociated with the overlapped pump and Stokes pulses and a
narrower resonant peak that exhibits some asymmetry result-
ing from interference with the NR contributions. The FWHM
of this peak is approximately 23.7 cm–1, which is somewhat
larger than the 2 · 'ca = 17.4 cm–1 FWHM expected in the
long-probe-pulse limit; this broadened linewidth results from
the fact that the probe electric field falls to zero, reaching the
first positive node during the timescale of the third-order re-
sponse function and resulting in a comparatively dampened
time-domain third-order polarization.

In contrast, the third-order polarization associated with
the electric field at τ23 = 2π/w = 2.15 ps exhibits notably
different features, including the nearly complete removal of
impulsive NR contributions to the outgoing signal. Moreover,
the electric-field magnitude is increasing approximately
linearly during the timescale of exponential decay of the
response function; the composite result is a time-domain
polarization that dampens the early-timescale behavior but
emphasizes the longer timescale behavior of the third-order
response function. The corresponding frequency-domain
CARS signal, therefore, exhibits negligible NR contributions
and a narrower resonant peak. In fact, when used at a delay
of τ23 = 2π/w, the sinc time-domain electric field described
in Eq. (8) can be written as a Taylor expansion in the

FIG. 8. Simulated lineshape dependence of peak 3 on probe-pulse delay.
(a) Real component of the third-order response function, R4(0,t,0), consisting
of contributions from non-resonant signal and this single mode; oscillations
correspond to the peak resonance frequency. (b) Probe-pulse electric-field
magnitude at three τ 23 values. (c) Real component of the time-dependent
third-order polarizations associated with these three probe-pulse delays;
oscillation frequency represents the detuning of the resonance relative to
(ω1 − ω2). (d) Calculated CARS signal intensity resulting from these three
probe-pulse delays. Curves in (c) and (d) have been offset for clarity.
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2. In the limit that

this expansion is truncated at the linear term, introduction of
E3(t) into Eq. (7) results in an analytical expression for the
outgoing signal of

SCARS(ωs , τ12 = 0, τ23 = 2π/w)

∝
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In the limit of well-separated transitions, this expression
results in peaks with Lorentzian lineshapes centered at
the anti-Stokes-shifted Raman frequency and exhibiting
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linewidths equal to 2
&√

2 − 1·'ca ≈ 1.287 · 'ca , narrower
than the 2 · 'ca linewidth associated with the long-probe-
pulse limit described above; this theoretical limit is shown
as horizontal dotted lines in Fig. 7 for peaks 2 and 3. The
peak-3 FWHM at the τ23 = 2π/w delay is 11.3 cm–1, nearly
matching this theoretical limit of 11.2 cm–1. It is important
to note that, although the use of this particular time-delayed
probe—in which the node of the probe pulse coincides with
the pump/Stokes pair—results in linewidths that are narrower
than is dictated by the decay timescale of the third-order
response function, this narrowing only results from a reduced
sensitivity toward the early parts of the response function
afforded by the increasing probe electric field with time. This
compromise, therefore, results in reduced relative sensitivity
to peaks with larger decay constants at this probe delay, as
is clear from Figs. 7(c) and 7(d). In fact, it is exactly this
behavior that allows optimal discrimination at this probe
delay against NR contributions, which effectively respond
with near-infinite decay rates.

Finally, the non-Lorentzian lineshape behavior exhib-
ited at several probe-pulse delays is emphasized by the τ 23

= 3.15 ps simulations depicted in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d). In this
case, the node of the electric field overlaps the decaying re-
sponse function, resulting in a corresponding node and sign
change within the time-domain third-order polarization. The
resulting frequency-domain signal, therefore, exhibits two
distinct peaks associated with the Fourier transform of this bi-
modal time-domain polarization; additionally, some NR con-
tributions are present at this delay, albeit with reduced relative
intensity as compared to the τ 23 = 0 data.

B. Hybrid fs/ps CARS with Lorentzian
frequency-domain probe pulse

Unlike the symmetric time-domain pulse generated from
a top-hat frequency-domain filter, under certain experimen-
tal configurations an asymmetric time-domain pulse repre-
sents an ideal probe pulse for the hybrid fs/ps CARS opti-
cal setup.10 Most importantly, an asymmetric pulse exhibiting
a rapid onset and subsequent near-exponential decay can be
used to discriminate significantly against NR contributions—
which are present only when the probe electric field tempo-
rally overlaps the pump and Stokes electric fields—without
the simultaneous suppression of resonant signal contribu-
tions, which typically exhibit decay lifetimes comparable to
or longer than this probe-pulse decay lifetime. The bene-
fits of such a pulse shape have previously been discussed
by Lagutchev et al.,56, 57 who recognized the virtues of this
probe pulse shape in frequency-resolved vibrational sum fre-
quency generation (SFG) experiments and demonstrated that
such a pulse can be readily prepared experimentally with
the simple insertion of a Fabry–Pérot étalon into the probe-
pulse beam path. The presence of an étalon results in, ide-
ally, a frequency-domain Lorentzian lineshape, the Fourier
transform of which is the above-described decaying asym-
metric time-domain pulse. This simple approach has more
recently been used to provide optimal probe pulse shaping
in hybrid fs/ps CARS experiments probing condensed-phase

environments58 as well as both vibrational6 and rotational10, 12

gas-phase transitions. The benefits of and comparison be-
tween experiment and simulation associated with these asym-
metric probe pulses have already been addressed in some
detail;6, 10 therefore, only a brief discussion will be included
here, focusing on the simple analytical expressions that can
be used to express the lineshapes of the observed spectrally
resolved signal.

Analytical treatment of a frequency-domain Lorentzian
lineshape with a spectral intensity bandwidth (FWHM) of
2 · 'Lor results in a time-domain pulse electric field with the
simple temporal envelope profile

E3(t) =
'

0 (t < 0)

Be−'Lort (t ≥ 0)
, (12)

where B represents an amplitude scaling factor. Insertion of a
time-delayed probe pulse of this nature into Eq. (7) results in
the following expression for the frequency-domain outgoing
CARS signal [via Eq. (1)] in cases where τ 23 > 0:

S
(3)
CARS(ωs , τ12 = 0, τ23)

∝
!!!!
%

a,c

Icae
−iωcaτ23−'caτ23

· 1
−i(ωs − [ωca + ω3]) + ('Lor + 'ca)

!!!!
2

. (13)

Thus, analogous to the broadband Gaussian probe case de-
scribed in Appendix B, the outgoing CARS signal consists of
a series of peaks centered at anti-Stokes-shifted frequencies,
(ωca + ω3). In contrast to the broadband-probe case, however,
these peaks, when well-separated, appear as Lorentzian line-
shapes with FWHM linewidths equal to (2 · 'Lor + 2 · 'ca),
which is simply the sum of the shaped-probe laser linewidth
and the natural Raman linewidth associated with the spectro-
scopic transition. Thus, in cases where the molecular decay
timescale, τ ca = (2πc'ca)−1, in which the multiplicative vari-
able c is the speed of light, is long compared to the shaped-
laser-pulse decay time constant, the observed spectral line-
shapes will be dominated by the linewidth of the probe pulse;
this will be true at atmospheric pressure in most gas-phase ex-
periments, where collisional dephasing occurs on timescales
of tens to hundreds of ps.25, 59 However, in cases in which the
molecular decay timescale is fast compared to the probe decay
time, as would be the case in most condensed-phase and po-
tentially in high-pressure gas-phase CARS measurements,53

the spectral linewidths measured in the outgoing CARS sig-
nal will be dominated by these natural Raman linewidths.

In cases where there is partial or complete overlap be-
tween adjacent Raman-active transitions, the τ 23-dependent
accumulated phases associated with the oscillatory exponen-
tial term within the summation in Eq. (13) result in a sim-
ilar transition-frequency-dependent interference as discussed
in the Gaussian-probe-pulse example in Appendix B. Such in-
terference effects have been observed and discussed in detail
in hybrid fs/ps rotational CARS experiments using an étalon-
shaped probe pulse.10 It is interesting to note that, in cases in
which τ 23 < 0 (i.e., the peak of the probe pulse precedes the
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peaks of the time-overlapped pump and Stokes pulses), the
outgoing CARS signal derived by combining Eqs. (1), (7),
and (12) takes the form

S
(3)
CARS(ωs , τ12 = 0, τ23)

∝ e2'Lorτ23

!!!!!
%

a,c

Ica · 1
−i(ωs − [ωca + ω3]) + ('Lor + 'ca)

!!!!!

2

.

(14)

Thus, probe-delay-dependent oscillations associated with
regions of peak overlap are not expected to occur in these neg-
ative τ 23 cases; instead the only time-dependent component of
this resonant CARS signal is an exponential decay of the total
signal intensity with increasing magnitude of the negative τ 23

value.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical and computational details associated with
a time- and frequency-domain model of time-dependent
CARS have been described and applied toward two dif-
ferent experimental systems, including a gas-phase species
(N2) and a solvated species (DANS) in the condensed phase.
The CARS model discussed here is robust in the sense
that it can be extended to all tr-CARS approaches involv-
ing combinations of sub-ns-duration pulses, including ps-
CARS experiments55, 59, 60 and the several approaches em-
ploying combinations of fs-duration and ps-duration pulses
described herein. Here, we have focused discussion on those
approaches that employ two broadband initiation pulses—
pump and Stokes—and a final probe pulse of varying dura-
tion. The probe pulses are generated using specific spectral
pulse-shaping schemes, which are applied to the probe pulse
to provide both sufficient spectral resolution and pulse tem-
poral profiles that allow discrimination against NR contribu-
tions to the CARS signal. These approaches typically exhibit
characteristics of both frequency-domain and time-domain
signal dependence, and that interrelationship has been ex-
plored in detail. Additionally, although this theoretical frame-
work can be readily modified to provide numerical analysis
of experimental results in which the ps-duration probe pulse
results from extensive chirping of a broadband fs pulse61—
this configuration has been used, for example, in single-shot
gas-phase CARS thermometry experiments62—the details of
such chirped-probe-pulse simulations have been discussed in
Refs. 62–64 and have therefore not been directly addressed
here.

The simulations of experimental results that have been
included here have all been carried out via numerical inte-
gration of the derived expressions for the measured signal.
However, additional emphasis has been placed here on the
derivation of analytical expressions to describe the observed
results. These expressions have been used, in particular,
to interpret the purely time-domain and frequency-domain
variants of CARS as well as to discuss hybrid fs/ps CARS
in which the ps-duration probe pulse is shaped using either a
top-hat or a Lorentzian frequency-domain mask. In gas-phase
N2, the observed experimental results can be understood in

terms of this intermediate regime, in which some rotational
structure within the vibrational manifold is observed both
in the time- and frequency-domain signal. The evolution of
experimental and modeled N2 CARS spectra is compared at
various probe-pulse delays, showing excellent accuracy in
capturing the temporal dynamics of rovibrational features in
high-temperature reacting flows. Simulation of condensed-
phase experimental results using a top-hat probe pulse
demonstrates that such pulse shaping and delay optimization
result in controllable overlap of the time-domain electric field
with the decaying third-order response function; this overlap
can be manipulated to optimize signal intensity and spectral
resolution while discriminating against NR background.
Such optimization may be particularly necessary under
high-pressure gas-phase conditions, when the timescales for
molecular decay become comparable to or faster than the
duration of the shaped probe pulse.
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APPENDIX A: TRANSITION-INTENSITY, FREQUENCY,
AND DEPHASING PARAMETERS FOR GAS-PHASE
SPECIES

The computational modeling of gas-phase species that
are typically used in thermometric applications requires
knowledge of accurate molecular transition frequencies (ωca),
Boltzmann-weighted transition strengths (Ica), and collisional
dephasing rates ('ca) associated with the relevant Raman-
active transitions that serve as input parameters to the third-
order response function [Eq. (3)]. The vibrational CARS
examples described here are typically dominated by Q-
branch Raman (v + 1 ← v) vibrational transitions, so the
discussion below will focus on expressions associated with
such Q-branch transitions. In cases where the simulation of
pure rotational CARS (S-branch transitions) data or the in-
clusion of O- and S-branch transitions within vibrational
CARS is necessary, the corresponding expressions for O-
and S-branch transitions can be included as terms in the
response function.7, 10 The molecular transition frequencies,
ωca = ωv+1,J − ωv,J , associated with these Q-branch transi-
tions are calculated using spectroscopic constants from recent
high-resolution experiments,65 and the corresponding Raman
transition strengths, Ica = Iv+1,J←v,J , are accounted for as
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follows:

Ica ∝ (v + 1)
(ωv+1,0 − ωv,0)

"
1 − Pv+1,J

Pv,J

#

×
(

Fiso(J ) + 4
45

bJ,J

"
γ ′

a′

#2

Faniso(J )

)

. (A1)

In this expression, Pv,J is the initial v- and J-dependent
probability distribution of N2, bJ, J are the J-dependent Q-
branch Placzek–Teller coefficients, and (γ ′/a′) accounts for
the Q-branch anisotropy, incorporating the first derivative of
the polarizability anisotropy (γ ′) and the first derivative
of the average isotropic polarizability (a′) of the molecule;
in this expression, we assume that (γ ′/a′) = 1.199 (Ref. 66)
is constant over the CARS wavelengths observed here. The
isotropic and anisotropic terms, F(J), in Eq. (A1) represent
the corresponding Herman–Wallis factors that account for the
effects of vibration–rotation coupling on relative rovibrational
peak intensities, and are expressed as67

F (J ) = 1 −
"

2Be

ωe

#2

(J )(J + 1)
*

3
2

(a1 + 1) − 4
"

p2

p1

#+
,

(A2)

where Be and ωe are, respectively, equilibrium rotational
(1.998 cm–1) and vibrational (2358.57 cm–1) constants of
N2,66 a1 = −2.7 is the first Dunham coefficient in the power-
series expansion of the ground state N2 molecular potential,66

and the ratio (p2/p1) involves the first and second coeffi-
cients of either the isotropic [(p2/p1)iso = 0.31] or anisotropic
[(p2/p1)aniso = 0.57] polarizability expansion of N2.67 For
thermometric applications, it is generally assumed that the
state populations obey Boltzmann statistics, such that

Pv,J =
gJ exp

"
−¯ωv,J

kBT

#

∞%

v=0

∞%

J=0

gJ exp
"

−¯ωv,J

kBT

# , (A3)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and gJ is a degeneracy term.
For N2,

gJ = (2J + 1) · 1/2[3 + (−1)J ] (A4)

accounts for the 2:1 J-dependent nuclear-spin degeneracy as-
sociated with even:odd J levels.

The temperature and pressure dependence of the colli-
sional dephasing rates, 'ca, which are typically dominated
by collision-induced rotational energy transfer (RET), has
been studied experimentally for several combustion-relevant
species, including N2,8, 68–70 H2,59, 71 O2,8, 72, 73 CO,74 and
CO2.55 These empirical results, in turn, are typically fit to
scaling laws—including the modified exponential gap (MEG)
law and several variants of the energy-corrected sudden (ECS)
approximation—which allow the state-dependent dephasing
rates to be described using a small number of adjustable pa-
rameters in computational models. For the N2 experiments
described here, it is assumed that vibrational dephasing is
negligible75 and that, therefore, the J-dependent collisional
dephasing rates are dominated by the RET rates, which are
calculated using a generalized MEG model, although the

computational code is arranged such that other parameterized
scaling laws, including the power-gap ECS (ECS-P) and an
exponential-gap ECS (ECS-E), can be readily used.68, 76, 77 In
the MEG model,68 the pressure- and temperature-dependent
rates for upward collisional transitions between states, |c⟩,
|c′⟩, with respective rotational quantum numbers, Ji and Jj,
are described by

'ji = pαf (T )
"

T

T0

#−n "
1 + a¯ωv+1,Ji

/kBT δ

1 + a¯ωv+1,Ji
/kBT

#2

× exp(−β¯(ωv+1,Jj
− ωv+1,Ji

)/kBT ), (A5)

where p and T represent pressure and temperature, respec-
tively; α, β, and δ represent adjustable parameters that are
optimized by least-squares fitting of experimental results at T0

= 295 K; and a is a species-dependent constant that is fixed
at 1.5 for N2. The temperature dependences of the collisional
RET rates are accounted for in the exponent n, which is fixed
at 0.5 for N2, and the function, f(T), which is given by

f (T ) = 1 − e−m

1 − e−mT/T0
. (A6)

In this function, m represents an additional adjustable pa-
rameter to allow optimal simulation of experimentally mea-
sured J-dependent linewidths. For downward transitions, mi-
croscopic reversibility is assumed using

'ij = 'ji

2Ji + 1
2Jj + 1

e¯(ωv+1,Jj
−ωv+1,Ji

)/kBT . (A7)

The N2 simulations described here use values of
α = 0.023, β = 1.67, δ = 1.21, and m = 0.1487, which have
been optimized using frequency-domain linewidth data over
the 0–1 atm pressure range and at temperatures ranging from
295 K to 2200 K.68, 78 The diagonal elements of this relax-
ation !-matrix, which represent the Lorentzian HWHM of the
frequency-domain transitions at pressures where line-mixing
effects are negligible, can be expressed by

'j =
%

i ̸=j

'ij . (A8)

Under conditions where line-mixing effects are negligi-
ble (≤1 atm in the case of the high-temperature N2 simula-
tions described here),23, 25, 53, 76 these diagonal elements can
be used directly as the rotational-state-dependent Q-branch
decay constants, 'ca, within the third-order response func-
tion [Eq. (3)], where states |a⟩ and |c⟩ correspond, respec-
tively, to J levels within the lower and upper vibrational man-
ifolds associated with "v = +1 vibrational transitions, and
vibrational dephasing is neglected. We note that, under high-
pressure conditions where it becomes necessary to account for
line-mixing effects, the G-matrix formalism23, 25, 53, 76 can be
readily applied. Here, G represents a block-diagonal matrix
containing square submatrices corresponding to each vibra-
tional manifold in the form

Gv = iω(v,J )I − ', (A9)

where ω(v,J )I represents a diagonal n × n matrix (J = 0 to Jmax

= n − 1) containing the Q-branch rotational transitions of the
v + 1 ← v vibrational manifold, and ! is the n × n relaxation
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matrix described in Eqs. (A5), (A7), and (A8). Diagonal-
ization of G produces a series of eigenvalues containing
mixed-level rovibrational transition frequencies, ω̃(v,J ), and
decay linewidths, '̃J , that can be used, respectively, as the
input parameters ωca and 'ca in the response function
[Eq. (3)] to simulate the time-dependent CARS
signal.23, 25, 53, 76

As noted in Sec. III, NR contributions to the observed
CARS signal are modeled via a rapidly decaying term in the
relevant third-order response function; in particular, a large
decay constant (five orders of magnitude larger than the cor-
responding resonant molecular-transition decay constants) is
assumed. For transform-limited excitation pulses, the reso-
nant and NR contributions are expected to exhibit an in-
quadrature relationship;79 however, it is typically observed
that non-idealities result in a phase shift between these two
contributions that differs from 90◦. Thus, the relative intensi-
ties and phase relationship between the resonant and NR con-
tributions are generally optimized via a least-squares fitting of
experimental spectra obtained under conditions where strong
NR contributions are present.

APPENDIX B: UNSHAPED PROBE PULSE
(fs tr-CARS LIMIT)

1. Theoretical treatment of fs tr-CARS

Typical fs tr-CARS experiments involve the use of a fs-
duration probe pulse with a nearly Gaussian temporal pro-
file. If the pulse-3 electric-field envelope is assumed to have a
short, Gaussian temporal profile (FWHM = 2

√
ln 2τG, where

τG is a width parameter), then for delays between pulses 2
and 3 (i.e., τ 23) that are longer than the pulse-3 duration, the
lower integration limit in Eq. (7) can be set to −∞. In this
limit, the frequency-domain third-order polarization is

P
(3)
CARS(", τ12 = 0, τ23)

=
"

i

¯

#3

ei(ω1−ω2)τ23

×
%

a,c

Icae
−iωcaτ23−'caτ23

· Ẽ3(ωca − " − ω1 + ω2) · e('2
caτ

2
G/4)ei('ca (ωca−")τ 2

G/2),

(B1)

where Ẽ3(ω) is the Gaussian frequency-domain pulse-3
electric-field envelope, centered at ω = 0, defined by

Ẽ3(ω) = 1√
2π

∞$

−∞

E3(t)eiωt dt . (B2)

Combining Eq. (B1) with Eq. (1) while neglecting NR
contributions gives rise to the time-dependent resonant CARS

signal in this limit:

S
(3)
CARS(ωs , τ12 = 0, τ23)

∝
!!!!
%

a,c

Icae
−iωcaτ23−'caτ23 · Ẽ3(ωs − [ωca + ω3])

· e('2
caτ

2
G/4)ei('ca [ωca−"]τ 2

G/2)

!!!!
2

. (B3)

From Eq. (B3), it is clear that the tr-CARS frequency-
domain signal is expected to exhibit a series of peaks with
Gaussian profiles that are centered at ωs = ωca + ω3 and
weighted by factors that depend on transition dipoles associ-
ated with the four-pulse pathways depicted in Fig. 1 (via Ica)
and the dephasing rates (via 'ca). Moreover, in cases where
the difference (i.e., beat) frequencies between multiple molec-
ular transition frequencies, ωca, c′a′ = ωc′a′ − ωca, lie within
the bandwidth of the broadband pulse 3, these Gaussian pro-
files will overlap and give rise to interferences that exhibit in-
tensity oscillations as a function of the scanned timescale, τ 23,

by virtue of the decaying oscillatory exponential factor within
each term of the summation. Upon squaring of the summation
over states, these beat frequencies decay with rates, 'ca, c′a′

= 'c′a′ + 'ca, that are dependent on the dephasing
timescales of each individual transition. Thus, while Eq. (B3)
demonstrates that the outgoing signal of fs tr-CARS in
principle contains all molecular information (including
relative cross-sections, frequencies, and dephasing rates)
associated with a spontaneous Raman spectrum of the
molecular species,20, 32, 33 two of the major deficiencies of
fs tr-CARS, noted previously,1 are also emphasized: (1)
absolute molecular frequencies are not measured directly;
only beat frequencies, ωca, c′a′ , spectrally centered at the
average frequency associated with the two contributing
transitions [ 1

2 · (ωca + ωc′a′)], are observed in the oscillating
intensities of the broadband CARS output spectrum [note
that this is not an issue in the specific case of DFWM, where
beats between vibrational or rotational states of interest and
the vibrationless/rotationless (Rayleigh) transition can be
observed directly]; and (2) it is difficult to deduce dephas-
ing rates associated with individual molecular transitions
directly from such measurements, since the measured decay
timescale of each observed beat frequency results from
the average of the dephasing rates of the two contributing
transitions.24

2. Simulation of gas-phase fs tr-CARS experiments

Simulations of fs tr-CARS results have been carried out
to emphasize the prominent features of fs tr-CARS experi-
ments. Fig. 9 depicts the time- and frequency-resolved signal
expected from a traditional fs tr-CARS measurement of N2

gas at an adiabatic flame temperature of T = 2370 K. These
calculations have been carried out numerically using Eqs. (1)
and (5) assuming a Gaussian transform-limited fs-duration
probe pulse (τG = 65 fs) with a corresponding Gaussian
frequency-domain intensity profile (FWHM ∼ 190 cm–1).
Similar bandwidths are assumed for the time-overlapped
(τ 12 = 0) pulses 1 and 2. In this flame-temperature N2
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FIG. 9. Simulated fs tr-CARS signal for N2 at 2370 K. (a) Contour plot
(linear color scale shown, normalized to peak intensity at zero probe delay)
depicts the frequency- and time-resolved spectra as a function of probe delay;
(b) spectrally integrated signal (normalized to peak intensity at zero probe
delay) as a function of probe delay. Inset depicts expanded 0–10 ps region to
emphasize vibrational beats.

example, over 200 contributing Q-branch molecular transi-
tion frequencies span a range of ∼100 cm–1 and are, there-
fore, not resolved in the frequency domain. Thus, as depicted
in the contour plot shown in Fig. 9(a), the observed spec-
trally resolved CARS signal exhibits little spectral variance
as a function of probe-pulse delay (τ 23); at a given delay, the
observed signal appears as a broad Gaussian-like spectrum
that results from the interference of many Gaussian profiles
centered at the contributing Q-branch transition frequencies
[Eq. (B3)]. Because of this high degree of molecular spec-
tral congestion relative to the broadband probe-pulse width,
nearly all of the relevant spectral information associated with
N2 is instead observed in the time domain, as shown in the
spectrally integrated signal [Fig. 9(b)]. This resultant highly
structured time-domain signal has been explored at length,
and is known to exhibit a series of partial recurrences22 fol-
lowing an initial frequency-spread dephasing.80, 81 Moreover,
both of these features result from the many pairs of beat
frequencies associated with the interfering molecular transi-
tions contained within the bandwidth of the probe pulse and
are highly dependent on relative thermalized state popula-
tions. For example, the regularly spaced series of peaks with a
1.16-ps recurrence period observed during the 0–10 ps delay
time correspond to vibrational beats associated with a series
of transitions separated by ∼28.7 cm–1, a value that corre-
sponds to twice the vibrational anharmonicity of N2;22 as tem-
perature increases and the relative population of vibrationally
excited N2 increases accordingly, the amplitude of this recur-
rence feature increases as well.81

APPENDIX C: LONG PROBE PULSE (ps-CARS LIMIT)

1. Theoretical treatment of CARS with long pulse 3

To examine the frequency-dependent aspects of CARS
experiments with long probe-pulse durations, the extreme
limiting case of a monochromatic (cw) field 3 can be ex-
plored analytically. Although this approximation will be rig-
orous only in cases where the probe pulse is long compared to
molecular dephasing timescales, it still provides insight into
the frequency-domain signals observed in several CARS ap-
proaches using ps- or ns-duration probes. In this case, by as-
suming E3(t) = 1, Eq. (7) reduces to

P
(3)
CARS(", τ12 = 0, τ23)

= 1√
2π

"
1
¯

#3

e−i"τ23

×
%

a,c

Ica

1
(" + ω1 − ω2 − ωca) + i'ca

, (C1)

and the detected CARS signal is

SCARS(ωs , τ12 = 0, τ23)

∝
!!!!!
%

a,c

Ica

1
(ωs − (ωca + ω3)) + i'ca

!!!!!

2

. (C2)

As expected for a cw field 3, these expressions are inde-
pendent of τ 23, and all spectral information arising from such
a probe scheme is observed purely in the frequency-domain
intensities and lineshapes. Thus, a cw field 3 (or a pulse 3 in
which E3(t) is essentially constant during the timescale of the
molecular third-order response, such as is typically the case
in ns-CARS experiments) is expected to give rise to CARS
signal that consists of the squared magnitude of a sum of
complex Lorentzian lineshapes centered at frequencies (ωca

+ ω3) with linewidth parameters of 'ca. In the case of iso-
lated frequencies (i.e., the separation between transitions is
large relative to their dephasing rates), the observed spectrum
will consist of isolated peaks proportional to
!!!!

1
(ωs − (ωca + ω3)) + i'ca

!!!!
2

= 1
[ωs − (ωca + ω3)]2 − ('ca)2

,

(C3)
which are simply Lorentzian lineshapes centered at frequen-
cies, ωs = (ωca + ω3) (i.e., the anti-Stokes shifted frequency
relative to the probe-pulse frequency, ω3), with linewidths
(FWHM) of 2 · 'ca. In this well-separated limit, then, a long-
pulse-3 probe scheme is expected to provide spectra with
linewidths identical to those of the spontaneous Raman spec-
trum, arising from the fact that the squared magnitude of a
complex Lorentzian is proportional to its imaginary compo-
nent (i.e., |L(ω)|2 ∝ Im{L(ω)}). In cases where the linewidths
of the molecular transitions are comparable to or larger than
the spacing between these transitions, however, Eq. (C2)
demonstrates that interferences will be observed between
spectrally overlapping peaks. Moreover, in this limiting long-
probe-pulse example, the presence of a strong NR contribu-
tion necessarily results in interference between the resonant
spectrum and the corresponding broadband NR contributions
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that result from the insertion of 'NR (which is large compared
to all molecular dephasing rate constants, 'ca) into one term
in Eq. (C2).

2. Simulation of gas-phase ps-CARS experiments

As noted above, this long-pulse-3 limiting case is
representative of cases in which the probe-pulse duration is
long compared to the molecular decay timescales, such as is
the case in traditional ns-CARS diagnostic measurements.50

Under these conditions, the steady-state frequency-domain
spectrum resulting from Eqs. (1) and (5) is analogous to that
calculated using the Sandia CARSFT code.82 Although not
rigorously accurate, the infinitely long-pulse-limit analytical
approximation shown in Eq. (C2) can also be used to under-
stand the signal observed with many ps-CARS measurements,
in which the ps-duration probe pulse is often comparable to or
longer than the dephasing lifetimes of the molecular species.
Simulated ps-CARS signals for N2 vibrational CARS at
T = 2370 are shown in Fig. 10, again by numerically cal-
culating Eqs. (1) and (5). As above, broadband, fs-duration
pulses 1 and 2 are assumed with corresponding bandwidths
(∼200 cm–1) that are large compared to the energy range
spanned by the contributing molecular transition frequencies.
To match experimental conditions associated with published
N2 ps-CARS results,83 the probe pulse is assumed to be a
Gaussian transform-limited pulse with a FWHM duration of
135 ps, and the calculated CARS signal is further convolved
with a Gaussian (FWHM = 0.5 cm–1) spectral response
function. These results, which match the qualitative features
observed in this previous experimental work,83 emphasize
the features associated with the long-pulse-3 limit; in partic-
ular, the many contributing transitions exhibit high spectral
resolution at both a probe-pulse delay of 0 ps and 165 ps.
A comparison of these two signals, however, emphasizes
the small degree of temporal dependence observed in this
ps-CARS signal that cannot be predicted by the long-pulse-3
limit assumption of a cw probe pulse. In particular, the
τ 23 = 0 spectrum contains considerable NR contributions
that are absent in the signal at τ 23 = 165 ps. Moreover, the
use of a time-delayed probe pulse has a slight line-narrowing
effect, discussed in greater detail in Sec. IV A in addressing
the top-hat probe pulse shape. This effect is most notable,
both in experimental results83 and in the simulations shown in
Fig. 10, at the high-frequency bandhead (near 2330 cm–1) of

FIG. 10. Simulated ps-CARS signal from N2 at 2370 K, assuming fs-
duration broadband pulses 1 and 2 and a 135-ps-duration probe pulse; signal
depicted at probe delays (τ 23) of 0 ps (dashed curve) and 165 ps (solid curve).

the vibrational CARS signal, where the delayed-probe (τ 23 =
165 ps) spectrum exhibits a slightly sharper high-frequency
cutoff than is observed in the τ 23 = 0 data.83
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